NF 025 OLIVE LEAF TABLETS - 90 tablets. Pack height 9 cm
Dosage: Oral dosages range from 500 – 2,000 mg powdered Olive Leaf. (The
extract is 17-20% oleuropin) Take probiotic supplements to compensate for
antimicrobial activity if you suddenly get very loose bowels.
The potent antioxidants present in olive Leaves help to protect the endothelial
cells that line the arterial walls. These tissues help to maintain a smooth blood
flow and even pressure. Atherosclerosis occurs when plaque accumulates on this
delicate surface. Here they further help to prevent the oxidation of LDLcholesterol. (Oxidized LDL triggers inflammation that damages arteries). As a
remedy for hyperglycemia, olive leaf improves insulin sensitivity, thus reducing
the damage that insulin does to the cell lining. Endothelial dysfunction and
inflammation are the precursors of heart attacks caused by blockages. Olive
leaves improve circulation and keep the blood thin. They are 6x less toxic than
gingko biloba according to LD 50 trials.
Caution: The proven blood pressure-lowering effects of olive leaf extracts are
potent enough to warrant caution if you are taking prescription drugs for blood
pressure, cardiovascular, cholesterol or to increase insulin function. Speak to a
doctor about their combined effects.
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They also protect the collagen (connective) tissue by inhibiting matrix
metropolitans – chemicals that dissolve the gel-like matrix that holds collagen
cells together. Olive leaf or the extract inhibits “adhesion molecules” that help
white blood cells and platelets to stick to arterial walls. (Plaque formation.) They
boost micro-circulation and as a patient once said: “makes the blood thin and
slippery.” (Controls platelet aggregation (clumping and clotting) and reduces the
viscosity. Olive leaves have a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity. This helps
to prevent blood coagulation caused by parasites, especially from a yeast
overgrowth. A natural alternative to Antibiotics, Anti-malarial, Anti-viral and antifungal drugs. Also a Good tonic. brain stimulant, for better circulation, anticoagulant. Keeps Candida, moulds & fungus under control.
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